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Easily the most comprehensive and detailed guide to practical and theoretical numerology on the

market, Kevin Quinn Avery's The Numbers of Life stands alone as the definitive work in its field.

Drawing on a long and storied career advising New York's celebrities, intelligentsia, and politicians,

as well as years of professional study in the areas of astronumerology, astrology, and kabala, Avery

has neatly compiled a lifetime of knowledge in this one useful volume. If you are just beginning to

dip your toes into the waters of numerology or if you are a seasoned expert, Avery's wisdom is

guaranteed to help as you endeavor to derive meaning from the numbers that surround you. The

Numbers of Life combines practical instruction with years of collected wisdom about the nature of

numerology, astrology, and the occult. Replete with charts and figures about personality, habits, and

soul urge, this book will help you to deepen your own understanding of yourself and the world

around you. Equipped with knowledge about the details of your future, you can prepare to meet your

destiny with positivity and strength. A numerologist for over 25 years and the author of 27 books,

Kevin Quinn Avery (1933-1984) is a towering figure in his field. In addition to his professional

studies, he obtained a master's degree in mathematics from Princeton University and competed as

an amateur polo player. As a numerologist he advised many household names on their careers and

personal lives. He is known for having correctly predicted President Nixon's resignation to the date

and hour 11 months before it happened.
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I encourage anyone seriously interested in this subject to get this book. The information in this book

is a bit heavy, so you have to take your time and read each section carefully. It is a very elaborate

and informative book but extremely accurate and very well written. My astrologer introduced me to

numerology in the past couple of years and this was one of the two books he recommended to me.

(the other was the Divine Triangle). I would say after reading both of these books you really don't

need to buy another book.This book is out of print but the copy I ordered from  was "used" but was

in near perfect condition- I would have never thought it was as old as it is. It was an absolute steal

considering what my friend paid for one at a book store. :)

I didn't realize I was getting a used copy, but I really don't mind. I kind of like old beat up books, and

it looks like there are some notes in there as well which could be interesting. I've been interested in

numerology for years but have only just recently decided I should probably look into other books,

since I've mainly been using the same one all these years. I know ultimately numerology comes

down to the same thing, but still interesting to find where authors differ. I think it's good to get some

different ideas and perspectives, and though I have no completely read through this yet, looking

over it seems like that's what I will get. Very excited to add this to my collection.

If you are interested in learning serious Numerology, this is the book to use. Complete in itself, it

teaches a complete and accurate system of analysis and forecasting. Don't waste your time or get

confused by the other authors who use sloppy or slapdash methods: this is a marvel that you can

actually learn something useful from. I do not hold to the same metaphysical beliefs as the author,

but that makes no difference whatsoever. His presentation is clear and precise: it is almost

impossible to work through this book and remain unimpressed.I have read dozens of books on

Numerology, being a practitioner (and writer on the subject) of divination, and this is simply the best

one. Do everything you can to get a copy as soon as possible. It took me several weeks to find one,

and I may buy another used copy, because there are times when they are not available in any form.

If you don't believe my praise, get it and judge for yourself. If you do, then you know that this is one

of those rare must-haves among books on divination.

Great book for learning the nuts and bolts. The author connects the spiritual awakening in the

second part of the book which is essential to learning ins and outs. Just the one must have book.

The ONLY book any aspiring numerologist really needs. I rate this as a very important book that



covers a vast amount of techniques, knowledge and breakdowns. Very straightforward but requires

one to use their analytical skills in combining and numbers for correct interpretations. Loved the part

on different techniques to forecast current and upcoming energy patterns. Most of the techniques is

Pythagorean but I find it slightly different than the techniques found in the Divine Triangle - with

more insight and nuances. Most importantly the author gave a lot of information and I am still

studying the book after many months of purchasing it. He also goes a little bit into Chaldean

vibrations which was helpful. It is a no brainer that Pythagorean AND Chaldean techniques should

be used in combination to derive more insight and both reveal valid aspects to the individual's

destiny. I find Chaldean vibration very useful in researching personality traits, karmic implications

and overall vibration of the name; while Pythagorean techniques are very useful in delineating life

path, motivations and desires and current forecasting. It is worth seeking this book out from used

bookstores because the book did not leave me hanging with more questions; it provided a lot of

answers for those who are seriously into numerology. VERY CRUCIAL BOOK!!!

So glad I found this book . One of best numerology books with info not found in other books. Easy

read and to understand !

Excellent, detailed source of information on this topic.

A masterpiece essential to anyone who is curious about their lives path and purpose.
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